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Introduction
Nearly all consumers make occasional impulse
purchases. Who, after all, hasn’t taken advantage of a
moment when they’ve unexpectedly found the perfect gift
for someone or indulged in a special treat for a child?
Generally speaking, the act of consuming, especially
when the item has been purchased unexpectedly, is an
enjoyable experience. While saving money is also enjoyable,
the “feeling good” aspect is delayed, sometimes very far
into the future, when savings are needed or can be applied
toward a goal.
But what if there were a product that leveraged
impulsivity as a way to save, not spend, money? That was
the idea behind the development of MAGIC Mojo, a
savings tool that provided a new means for consumers
to save money impulsively in those moments when, for
example, they were faced with an opportunity to forgo
an unnecessary expense, when they had spent less than
expected on a planned purchase or they received a windfall,
such as a tax refund.
The MAGIC Mojo savings tool provided a unique
savings opportunity for consumers who may have needed
more options than a traditional budgeting-based approach
to building savings. For many low-income households,
unpredictable fluctuations in income and expenses leave
little room in their budgets to include anything more than
small savings deposits. These households, in particular, need
alternative approaches to build up even a small savings
cushion. MAGIC Mojo provides one such alternative.
By combining the positive aspects of impulsive action,
the opportunity to match fluctuations in income with
fluctuations in savings deposits and the ability to make
regular, automated savings deposits, MAGIC Mojo sought
to transform the act of saving into a reward and help
consumers become more financially secure in the process.
The UNC Center for Community Capital evaluated
MAGIC Mojo, with funding from the Center for Financial
Services Innovation (CFSI) as part of its Financial
Capability Innovation Fund. For this pilot, MAGIC Mojo
was offered as an optional add-on savings feature to the
MAGIC Card, a prepaid MasterCard. The MAGIC Card
was discontinued in June 2014 and, therefore, the MAGIC
Mojo pilot also ended. The MAGIC Mojo pilot ran from
December 2012 through June 2014. This report provides
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…our results measured over a fairly short
period of time appear to indicate that
MAGIC Mojo effectively encourages users
to save more often and/or to save regularly.

an overview of the evaluation plan, the analysis of MAGIC
Mojo data and highlights of key findings from the pilot.

Summary of Key Findings
MAGIC Mojo demonstrates that savings behavior
is dynamic and revolving; funds move in and out
of the savings pocket fairly frequently. This finding
highlights the tool’s ability to meet consumers’ need for
flexibility in their savings plans. MAGIC Mojo offers
multiple methods to securely set money aside but still have
it accessible when needed. Data from this evaluation show
MAGIC Mojo users engaging in active savings behavior by
making multiple deposits and withdrawals over the course
of the study period. Deposits included savings that were
made as an automated transfer and savings made on impulse.
Active MAGIC Mojo users, defined as those who logged
at least two saves during the period, made a total of 2,748
save transactions and 1,789 withdrawal transactions over the
course of a 19-month period.
An emergency fund was the most frequently
identified savings goal; however, there was
considerable variation in goal type among MAGIC
Mojo users, demonstrating this tool’s versatility and
broad appeal. Just over one-third of MAGIC Mojo users
said they were saving for emergencies. The next top three
savings goal types (chosen from a list of provided options)
were: saving for a vacation (17 percent), saving to buy
something (12 percent) and saving for family (11 percent).
In addition to identifying a goal type, MAGIC Mojo
users also gave their goal a name of their own choosing.
MAGIC Mojo users showed considerable variation and
personalization in creating their individualized goal name.
The names ranged from the very specific, such as the name
of a particular cell phone model, to the very general, such as
“freedom” and “my baby’s future.”
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MAGIC Mojo savings provided users with
increased liquidity to help cover household bills or
pay for an unexpected emergency expense. When
MAGIC Mojo users were asked to indicate why they were
removing funds from their account, approximately half
(51 percent) indicated it was for either an “unexpected
emergency expense” or “to pay household expenses or
bills.” These reasons were cited regardless of the type of
goal the customer identified at enrollment. Therefore,
regardless of whether consumers are specifically saving for
an “emergency,” they are often using these funds to cover
ongoing expenses or something unexpected. The MAGIC
Mojo tool provides critical access to liquid funds when
consumers may need them the most.
A combination of impulse saves and automated
saves resulted in the highest number of savings
transactions and the highest level of savings. A
majority (just over 70 percent) of the total successful saves
that users made were a result of money being moved to
the savings side of the prepaid card using an automated
and recurring savings transfer. These automated transfers
occurred more frequently compared to impulse saves,
but the savings amounts were typically smaller compared
to savings amounts made on impulse. In examining the
frequency of savings transactions, MAGIC Mojo users who
utilized both the recurring and impulse savings methods
saved more and made more savings transactions compared
to individuals who used just one savings method alone.
The MAGIC Mojo feature significantly increased
the activation and funding rate of the MAGIC Card
as well as the lifespan of the card. Eighty percent of
MAGIC Mojo users activated their MAGIC Card compared
to just over one-quarter of non-MAGIC Mojo users who
activated their card. The rates of card funding, meaning
an individual deposited money onto the card, also varied
significantly between MAGIC Mojo users and non-users.
Approximately 60 percent of MAGIC Mojo users funded
their cards compared to only 8 percent of non-MAGIC
Mojo users. Additionally, MAGIC Mojo users averaged
twice as many days for keeping their cards open compared
to non-MAGIC Mojo users. With prepaid cards becoming
an increasingly common financial tool used by consumers,
and lower-income consumers in particular, this finding has
important implications for increasing the attractiveness and
effectiveness of prepaid cards as a secure and longer-term
financial tool. This finding also has implications for prepaid
card providers by demonstrating that a savings tool on a

prepaid card may help build profitability and sustainability
of safe, affordable prepaid cards.
Our study findings can be best understood when placed
within a larger taxonomy of savings goals and behaviors. In
promoting consumer savings, a program or product might
encourage any or all of the following goals:
• Saving more often, as measured by the number
of saving transactions over a given period of time
regardless of the amount;
• Saving regularly, as measured by the regular
recurrence of savings regardless of the amount;
• Saving more, as measured by the total amount saved;
• Saving long-term, as measured by how long savings
remain in an account.
Using this framework, our results measured over a fairly
short period of time appear to indicate that MAGIC Mojo
effectively encourages users to save more often and/or to
save regularly. In addition, MAGIC Mojo users do so not
in spite of being allowed access to funds for an emergency
but, perhaps, because the card expressly allows this high
degree of liquidity for consumers who might otherwise
be reluctant to put funds aside. We weren’t able to evaluate
MAGIC Mojo’s suitability for encouraging users to save
more or over the long-term, but this is an important area
for future research.

Project Overview
The MAGIC Mojo pilot officially launched in
December 2012. The program was offered as an optional
added feature to the MAGIC Card, a celebrity-endorsed
prepaid MasterCard. Consumers who purchased MAGIC
Cards could opt into using the MAGIC Mojo savings
feature, which would allow them to securely set aside funds
by moving money from the spending side of the card to the
savings side of the card. Users enrolled in MAGIC Mojo
electronically via a web-based sign-up process.
At enrollment, users completed a series of sign-up
screens that allowed them to link their card account to a
cellphone for text messaging, select a savings goal (from
a list of 10 goal types), identify a personalized goal name,
set a goal amount and a time limit to achieve the goal, and
identify an image to help visualize their goal. MAGIC Mojo
calculated a weekly savings goal amount for each user to
further break down their overall savings goal into smaller,
UNC Center for Community Capital | July 2015
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shorter-term goals. MAGIC Mojo also offered users an
opportunity to set up a recurring savings transfer that would
move money automatically to the savings side of the card
in order to supplement their impulse saves and increase
the total amount saved towards their goal. To access their
savings, cardholders went online and moved the money
back to the spending side of the card. In June of 2014, the
MAGIC Card was discontinued and the MAGIC Mojo
pilot ended.

Administrative Data

Evaluation

The first source of data provided the day-by-day
transactions for 1,415 MAGIC Mojo customers beginning
December 2012 and going through June 2014. These data
documented users’ transactions on a daily basis. Each day
of transactions indicated whether customers did any of the
following:

With funding from the Center for Financial Services
Innovation (CFSI) as part of its Financial Capability
Innovation Fund, the UNC Center for Community Capital
was paired with MAGIC Mojo as an evaluation partner. In
collaboration with CFSI and Jayson Halladay of Piggymojo,
the parent company of MAGIC Mojo,1 the center created
an evaluation plan to capture initial findings from the
pilot phase of this innovative new savings tool. This report
provides an overview of the research plan and analysis, and
it highlights key findings.

Research Plan
The overall purpose of the research was to evaluate the
MAGIC Mojo savings feature in order to determine how
effective the product was in helping users build savings and
to examine the overall user experience.

The data analyzed in this evaluation included three
separate sources of program data for MAGIC Card users.
The first two sources are specific to MAGIC Card users
that opted into the MAGIC Mojo feature. The third source
includes data on the overall activation and funding rate for
all MAGIC Card holders, including those who opted into
the MAGIC Mojo savings feature and those who did not.

• Saved money in their savings pocket, noting how
the money was saved using an automated recurring
transfer, by sending a text message or via the website;
• Removed money from their savings pocket, noting
the reason for withdrawing funds;
• Attempted to make a save but failed due to a lack of
sufficient funds on the card.
The second data source provided savings goal
information for the same 1,415 customers. These data were
collected at enrollment into MAGIC Mojo. Data were
provided to the center for all MAGIC Mojo enrollees up to
April 2014. The data included:

The key research objectives were to:
1. Measure the participation rate and persistence in the
program;
2. Better understand the saving actions of MAGIC
Mojo users;
3. Determine any effect of MAGIC Mojo on general
card usage;
4. Identify any other potential savings patterns or
trends among users.
1 This impulse savings tool was originally known as Piggymojo. Piggymojo
began as a web-based system that allowed individuals to track their impulse
saves by text and web, but the tool was unable to transfer funds, so users were
required to move money separately on their own. Through CFSI’s Financial
Capability Innovation Fund, Piggymojo received funding to expand and build
out the impulse savings concept and include the capability to transfer funds into a
savings account. Ultimately, Piggmojo collaborated with the MAGIC Card as the
financial partner for this pilot. Once paired with the MAGIC prepaid card, the
impulse savings component was called MAGIC Mojo. The product is referred to as
MAGIC Mojo throughout this report.
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• Goal type – customer-selected goal from a list of
provided options;
• Goal name – personalized goal name;
• Library or personal image – customer-selected image
to represent goal (customers could use a provided
image or upload their own personal picture or
image);
• Total goal amount – customer-selected total savings
goal;
• Weekly goal amount – calculated weekly savings
goal;
• Goal duration – calculated number of weeks needed
to reach goal.
The third data source included basic statistics on the full
MAGIC Card portfolio showing the number of MAGIC
Card accounts at various stages of activation and funding
as of June 2013 (these data provide information as of one
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point in time, approximately nine months after the launch
of MAGIC Mojo). These statistics offer a snapshot of card
activations for the whole MAGIC Card portfolio broken
down by MAGIC Mojo users and non-users. This data
source separately provides information on the average card
lifespan for MAGIC Mojo users and non-users. The card
lifespan statistics showed summary data for a three-month
period during the overall evaluation timeline.

enrollment and transaction data.

STATA statistical software and Microsoft Excel software
were used to tabulate and analyze the data. Data include
transaction records from December 1, 2012 through June
30, 2014. Analysis includes tabulation of usage statistics
at the individual and aggregate levels. When possible,
regression analysis was used to better understand the
relationship between variables.

Second, the MAGIC Mojo transaction data were to be
transferred to the center on a monthly basis to review for
completeness and to maintain ongoing tracking. Instead,
all the data were provided to the center in August 2014.
This change in the data transfer process prevented the
center from monitoring the data during collection and
increased the data cleaning and review process once the
data were received. While this change in protocol did not
impact the ultimate quality of the data and its suitability
for rigorous analysis, it required additional preparation
and cleaning prior to use. Additionally, the administrative
data do not include any type of demographic information.
Therefore, the report does not include any sub-group
analysis by demographic characteristics, such as income, age
or employment status. Although this product is intended to
target lower-income and financially underserved consumers,
it is unknown to what extent MAGIC Mojo users fit this
profile. Using existing data from other sources on prepaid
card users, however, it is possible to make some assumptions
about the demographic characteristics of MAGIC Card
holders if they are somewhat typical of prepaid card users
overall. According to recent research, nearly 40 percent
of prepaid card users make less than $25,000 per year, 46
percent are between 30 and 49 years of age and 41 percent
report that they currently do not have a bank account.3

A portion of the analysis on MAGIC Mojo transactions
was limited to a subset of the customers who met the
following criteria: 1) activated and funded their card; and 2)
recorded at least two savings transactions. This narrowed the
sample to 398 active MAGIC Mojo users.2 The center chose
this approach to most effectively evaluate MAGIC Mojo,
focusing on those individuals who actively engaged with
the savings tool.

Third, our research was not able to include a
comparison group.4 Therefore, it is not possible to estimate
the impact of MAGIC Mojo for product users compared
to individuals who are not using the product because we
have no means to track the savings behavior of individuals
without a savings feature on the card. The findings in this
report apply only to the individuals who used the MAGIC
Mojo feature during the evaluation period.

Changes to the Evaluation Plan and Limitations of
the Data

Despite the limitations of the data, we feel the findings
provide extremely useful information and insights on
consumer savings behavior as well as opportunities for
future product innovation and research.

Methodology
The research findings highlighted here come from the
center’s analysis of the three main sources of data described
above. In some cases, the data are tracking information
over time and, in other cases, the data provide a snapshot
of a specific point in time or up to a specific point in time.
The analysis reports findings for either the full dataset
(1,415 customers) or a restricted active savings sample (398
customers), described in detail below.

It is important to note that some changes to the
evaluation plan occurred over the course of the project
period. First, due to changes in the implementation of the
product, the evaluation did not include any supplemental
survey data at baseline or follow up, as originally proposed
in the evaluation plan. The data collection included only
2 The 398 MAGIC Mojo users represent 28 percent of the total MAGIC
Mojo user sample. The remaining 1,017 MAGIC Mojo users did not maintain an
engagement with the product.

3 The Pew Charitable Trusts. 2014. “Why Americans Use Prepaid Cards: A
Survey of Cardholders Motivations and Views.” http://www.pewtrusts.org/~/
media/legacy/uploadedfiles/pcs_assets/2014/PrepaidCardsSurveyReportpdf.pdf
4 The only comparison data available for this evaluation are the card activation
data for MAGIC Mojo users and non-users. This information is reported later in
this document.
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Summary of Results
This portion of the report includes two sections.
The first provides high-level descriptive statistics on basic
program elements, such as enrollment, total amount saved,
goal types and length of time to achieve savings goals. The
second section provides more detailed data on each of the
key findings highlighted earlier in the report.

Descriptive Program Statistics
Enrollment
Enrollment in MAGIC Mojo varied over the study
period. It was highest in the first six months of the program
launch and declined slowly over time with the exception
of two small spikes in enrollment. These enrollment spikes
were a very small increase in April 2013 and a larger
increase in December 2013 through February 2014.
Although we do not have information on customers’
motivations for taking up the product, it is interesting to
note that both increases coincide with typical spikes in
income tax refunds (January/February for early filers and
April for later filers) and at the beginning of a new year.
These may be points at which consumers feel an increased
desire, ability or a need to build savings.
As Figure 1 shows, out of the total number of customers
enrolled in MAGIC Mojo, 8 percent of the total enrollment
Figure 1: MAGIC Mojo Enrollment by Month
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occurred in December 2012, doubling to 16 percent
in January 2013 and declining to a low of 2 percent in
September through November 2013. Enrollment increased
to 6 percent in January and February 2014 and continued
to decline through the remainder of the tracking period.
Demand
MAGIC Mojo users make up less than 1 percent of
the overall MAGIC Card customers.5 However, if analysis
is restricted only to active card users with funds deposited
on their cards, then MAGIC Mojo take-up rates increase
to 7 percent of overall MAGIC Card customers. This rate
is similar to the take-up rates seen with other new financial
product offerings.6 Separate research conducted by the
Doorways to Dreams Fund on The Rainy Day Reserve,
a savings tool attached to a prepaid card, showed strong
demand for a savings pocket or tool on a prepaid card.7
Initial take-up rates for that product started at approximately
5 Using point-in-time data provided by MAGIC Mojo and OneWest Bank, as of
July 2013, more than 99,000 individuals had requested a MAGIC Card. Of those,
1,024 had opted into MAGIC Mojo.
6 $aveNYC, a tax-time savings tool offered by the New York City Office of
Financial Empowerment and evaluated by the center, had an average take-up rate
of 9 percent. Additionally, as cited in Doorways to Dreams Fund, 2013, “Paving the
Way Forward: Savings on Prepaid Cards,” take-up rates range from 3 percent to 13
percent on other examples of savings product offerings (including $aveNYC).
7 Doorways to Dreams Fund. 2013. “Paving the Way Forward: Savings on Prepaid
Cards.” http://www.d2dfund.org/files/publications/D2D_Paving%20the%20
Way%20Forward_Savings%20on%20Prepaid%20Cards.pdf
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2 percent and increased to more than 16 percent by the end
of their tracking period.
Prepaid cards have become an increasingly common
financial tool. According to data from the Federal Reserve,
between 2009 and 2012 the number of prepaid card
payments grew faster than many other forms of payment
including debit, credit card, check and Automated Clearing
House (ACH) payments.8 In 2012, consumers loaded
approximately $65 billion onto prepaid cards, more than
double what they loaded onto prepaid cards just three
years earlier in 2009.9 With such significant growth in the
prepaid card arena, these two examples – MAGIC Mojo
and the Rainy Day Reserve – demonstrate the potential
for reaching large numbers of consumers with this type
of savings tool. Additionally, survey data from The Pew
Charitable Trusts found that one-third of prepaid card users
want some type of savings feature on their prepaid card.10
Total Amount Saved and Savings Pattern by Month
Over the study period, MAGIC Mojo users made a
8 The Federal Reserve System. 2014. “The Federal Reserve Payments Study.”
https://www.frbservices.org/files/communications/pdf/general/2013_fed_res_
paymt_study_detailed_rpt.pdf
9 The Pew Charitable Trusts. 2014. “Why Americans Use Prepaid Cards: A
Survey of Cardholders Motivations and Views.” http://www.pewtrusts.org/~/
media/legacy/uploadedfiles/pcs_assets/2014/PrepaidCardsSurveyReportpdf.pdf
10 Ibid.

total of 2,748 successful transactions resulting in just over
$61,000 in saved funds. Users also made 1,789 withdrawal
transactions, removing approximately $57,000 in funds.
The savings balance at the end of the evaluation period was
approximately $4,300. Figure 2 shows the average savings
amount by month for the period covering December 2012
through May 2014.

Savings was more than the total
amount accumulated at the end of
the evaluation period. MAGIC
Mojo users actively engaged in the
act of saving.
Although the study period was brief, savings activity
appeared to follow a pattern involving a rise in savings
during the tax refund season (February-May), another spike
in June, followed by a lull in later summer months and an
uptick ahead of the winter holiday shopping season. These
highs and lows also track with enrollment statistics that
show an increase in enrollment at similar points in time.
The increases in average savings amounts that coincide with
increases in enrollment may indicate that more frequent
and/or larger savings deposits are made when a customer is
just beginning to interact with the product. As previously
noted, these may also be points in time when consumers are

Figure 2: Mean Amount Saved by Month
35
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Data reflect only active MAGIC Mojo users. For any particular day, N (the sample size) varies according to the number of savers executing saves on that
particular day. Over the course of the study, we identified 398 MAGIC Mojo users whom we designated as “active,” defined as those who executed more
than one save during the study period.
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best able to set money aside – for example, after receiving a
tax refund.

Savings Goal Types, Amounts, and Duration
MAGIC Mojo prompted users to select a savings goal
type from a list of provided options. The most frequently
selected goal type was saving for an emergency fund,
with 36 percent of MAGIC Mojo users choosing this as
their savings goal. The next most frequently selected goal
types were “take a vacation,” with 17 percent of customers
choosing that option, and “buy something,” with 12 percent
of customers choosing that option. Figure 3 shows the
percent of MAGIC Mojo users that chose each goal type. As
discussed in the key findings section below, the savings goal
types show the broad range of savings needs and desires that
consumers have, but also highlight the high level of interest
in saving specifically for emergencies.

Failed Savings Attempts
In addition to making successful savings transactions
and withdrawals, MAGIC Mojo users sometimes attempted
to make a save but failed to successfully move money to
their savings pocket due to insufficient funds on their card.
These failed attempts make up only a small portion of the
overall savings transactions; MAGIC Mojo users successfully
completed more than 90 percent of all savings attempts.
Analysis of the ‘fail’ transactions (shown in Table 1) indicates
that there were a total of 293 unsuccessful savings attempts.
The majority, 53 percent, were made through the website,
38 percent during recurring savings transactions and 9
percent by text message. This finding seems to indicate
that consumers are sometimes unaware of the amount of
funds available on their prepaid cards and may need better
mechanisms for tracking their card balance.

Our analysis shows significant variation in savings goal
amounts. The most frequently selected goal amounts were
between $400 and $599 (19 percent) and between $1,000
and $1,499 (17 percent). Just over one-third of MAGIC
Mojo users set savings goals of less than $600. Overall, 59
percent of MAGIC Mojo users had a goal amount less than
$1,000; 41 percent had a savings goal of $1,000 or more.
Figure 4 shows the percent of MAGIC Mojo users who
chose goal amounts within each range. 11

Table 1: Failed Savings Attempts by Savings Method
Attempted Savings
Method

Number of Failed
Attempts (%)

Recurring
Text
Website

110 (38%)
27 (9%)
156 (53%)

11 Goal amounts ranged from a low of $0 to a high of $1 million at the extreme
endpoints. These types of outliers are omitted in some portions of the analysis
where their inclusion would have biased the results.

Figure 3: Percentage of MAGIC Mojo Users Saving for Each Goal Type
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Retirement
blitz
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The average goal amounts by goal type ranged from
a low of $653 for the “Education or classes” category to
an average high of $1,597 for the “Home sweet home”
category. Figure 5 shows the average goal amounts by each
goal type.

At enrollment into MAGIC Mojo, customers identified
an amount of time by which they wanted to achieve their
goal, as shown in Figure 6. The majority of goal durations
ranged from 4 weeks to 23 weeks, indicating a fairly short
time horizon for many of the MAGIC Mojo savings goals.

Figure 4: Percentage of MAGIC Mojo Users by Total Goal Amounts

N=1,185 MAGIC Mojo users who identified a goal amount

Figure 5: Average Total Savings Goal Amount by Goal Type

N =1,172 MAGIC Mojo users who identified a goal amount. A small number of individuals with goal amounts of $10,000 or more were not included.
Additionally, the “Retirement blitz” goal was not included due to several outliers in goal amounts.
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Figure 6: Percentage of MAGIC Mojo Users by Goal Duration

N=1,284 MAGIC Mojo users who identified a goal amount

Detailed Key Findings
This section provides a more detailed description of
each of the key findings mentioned earlier. These highlight
important areas of learning about the MAGIC Mojo pilot
that can inform expansion and scaling of the impulse
savings concept on prepaid cards.
Key Finding 1: MAGIC Mojo demonstrates that
savings behavior is dynamic and revolving – funds
move in and out of the savings pocket fairly
frequently.
During the study period, users made 2,748 saving
transactions. Approximately 71 percent of these were made
on a recurring basis through an automated transfer, and
the remaining 29 percent were “impulse” transactions,
performed online or by text message. Users varied widely
in the frequency of their savings transactions. A large share
of users – 145 out of 398 – averaged at least one save per
week, while an additional 40 users were able to register
saves on a monthly or longer basis. It is likely that a large
proportion of the weekly savers are individuals who elected
to use the automated recurring save features. Users also
made 1,789 separate “remove” transactions during the study
period. The ratio of saves to removes was 3:2, so consumers
were saving more often than withdrawing funds, but both
actions occurred on an ongoing basis during the evaluation
period.
UNC Center for Community Capital | July 2015

The most frequently selected savings goal
type was an emergency fund, which was
chosen by more than one-third of MAGIC
Mojo savers.
The fact that funds move into and out of savings on an
ongoing basis seems to indicate that, in this case, “savings”
is more than the total amount accumulated at the end of a
time period. MAGIC Mojo users are engaging actively in
the act of saving. They set a little money aside, sometimes
just a few dollars, then can take the money back out. This
seems to indicate that the tool serves an important purpose
in allowing consumers to safely set funds aside while
maintaining accessibility to those funds when needed. The
use of both types of savings deposits – automatic recurring
saves and impulse saves – also highlights consumers’
willingness (and, perhaps, desire) to have multiple methods
for saving.
As expressed earlier, our findings can be best
understood when placed within a broader framework for
promoting savings. A program or product might encourage
any or all of the following goals:
• Saving more often, as measured by the number
of saving transactions over a given period of time
regardless of the amount;
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• Saving regularly, as measured by the regular
recurrence of savings regardless of the amount;
• Saving more, as measured by the total amount saved;
• Saving long-term, as measured by how long savings
remain in an account.
Our findings suggest that MAGIC Mojo effectively
encourages users to save more often and/or to save regularly,
not in spite of allowing access to funds for an emergency
but, perhaps, because it allows this high degree of liquidity
for consumers who might otherwise be reluctant to put
funds aside. We weren’t able to evaluate MAGIC Mojo’s
suitability for encouraging users to save more or over the
long-term, but this is an important area for future research.
Key Finding 2: An emergency fund was the most
frequently identified savings goal; however, there was
considerable variation in goal type among MAGIC
Mojo users, demonstrating this tool’s versatility and
broad appeal.
Goal Types
At enrollment, MAGIC Mojo users could select a goal
type from a pre-populated listing of 10 options: 1) Buy
something, 2) Education or classes, 3) Emergency fund, 4)
Family, 5) Home sweet home, 6) Other (adopt a pet, etc.), 7)
Pay off debt, 8) Retirement blitz, 9) Take a vacation, or 10)
Wedding or special event.
There was considerable variation in the savings goals
chosen by MAGIC Mojo users. As Table 2 shows, however,
“Emergency fund” was the most frequently selected savings
goal type, with just over one-third of users selecting this
goal. “Taking a vacation” (17 percent), “Buy something”
(12 percent) and “Family” (11 percent) were the next most
frequently selected savings goals.
Goal Names and Goal Images
Analysis of the goal names shows the unique savings
desires and motivations of each MAGIC Mojo user that
varied widely from one saver to the next. Goal names range
from very specific – “10-speed bike from Target” – to broad,
long-term aspirations – “a better life.” MAGIC Mojo users
sometimes used individual names and dates in their goals.
A focus on children and the future and a sense of financial
freedom were all common themes. Although it was not
within the scope of this evaluation, further analysis may

Table 2: Percentage of MAGIC Mojo Users by Goal Type
Goal Type
Emergency fund
Take a vacation
Buy something
Family
Home sweet home
Pay off debt
Other
Wedding or special event
Education or classes
Retirement blitz

Number (%)
458 (36%)
215 (17%)
159 (12%)
137 (11%)
82 (6%)
80 (6%)
57 (4%)
48 (4%)
35 (3%)
13 (1%)

N=1,284; 128 individuals did not identify a savings goal type

The goal names chosen by MAGIC Mojo
users show a wide range of unique savings
desires and motivations.They include such
names as “our new life,” “never broke
fund,” “Family Bank” and “College start.”
reveal interesting relationships between goal names and an
individual’s savings behavior.
In addition to a personalized goal name, MAGIC Mojo
users could also select an image to help represent their
savings goal. The purpose was to help consumers better
visualize their goal and potentially increase savings activity.
Users could select a stock image provided by MAGIC
Mojo or they could upload their own personalized image
or photo. All MAGIC Mojo users selected one of these
two options. As Figure 7 shows, a majority (84 percent)
elected to use a stock image. To explore whether the
choice of a personal image might be an indication of a
higher investment in the savings goal, we examined both
the frequency of saves and the overall savings value by
goal image type – stock image versus personal image. Our
analysis did not indicate a statistically significant difference
in savings behavior by those who chose a personal image
over a stock image. Additionally, those with a personal
image were no more likely to achieve their savings goal
than those who used a stock image. Future analysis could
investigate this feature further to better understand why
some MAGIC Mojo users chose to use a personal image
and whether users perceived any impact of a personal image,
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even if their savings actions were not significantly different
from those who selected a stock image.
Figure 7: Saving Goal Image by Type – Stock Image
versus Personal ImageDuration

dataset, we were unable to control for other factors that
could have provided alternate explanations for this apparent
relationship. Nevertheless, we hope that these results might
offer a useful direction for future research. Additionally,
because users sometimes made multiple withdrawals over
the evaluation period, future analysis may be able to more
closely examine differences in cumulative savings totals
rather than final savings amounts.

Table 3: Analysis of Goal Type and Savings Balance when
comparison unit is “Weddings or special events”

16%

84%

Library Image
Personal Image

Goal Type and Saving Activity
We were also interested in examining whether the
selection of a particular savings goal type had a significant
effect on savings activity. By goal type we refer to the
savings goal selected by each user from a set of options,
such as “Weddings or special events” or “Education.” We
hypothesized that the type of goal a person chose could
affect one or more of their savings habits, such as the
consistency of savings transactions.
Our analysis found that two indicators of savings
activity – “balance” and “total number of saves” – were each
significantly affected by the selection of one savings goal
type. For the variable balance, we found that the selection
of the goal “Weddings and other special events” resulted in
significantly higher net savings balances when compared to
the selection of all other goal types.12 Difference-of-means
testing showed that users who picked “Weddings or special
events” posted balances that were $35.67 to $41.43 greater
than users who selected the other goal types, as seen in
Table 3. It should be noted, however, that because of the
lack of demographic, geographic and other variables in our
12 By balance we refer to an account’s final amount at the conclusion of the study
period after all transactions – saves and removes – had been recorded.
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Compared with users
whose savings goal is
“Weddings or special
events,” users who
cite…
“Buy something”
“Take a vacation”
“Education or classes”
“Family”
“Emergency fund”
“Pay off debt”
“Home sweet home”
“Retirement blitz”
“Other”

…have average
savings balances that
are lower by…
$41.63
$35.67
$36.80
$36.38
$39.90
$39.96
$40.53
$40.62
$41.01

We performed a similar test for the other savings
activity variable – “total number of saves” – for which
our initial analysis had also indicated some degree of
significance. In this test, we found that the selection of a
second goal type – “Take a vacation” – showed positive
and significant effects when compared with the selection
of almost all other goal types, as seen in Table 4. In other
words, MAGIC Mojo users who selected “Take a vacation”
for their savings goal averaged a higher number of savings
transactions than users who selected eight of the nine other
goal types.
Our analysis, which compared differences in the mean
number of saves among the different goal types, showed
that users who selected “Take a vacation” posted between
2.7 to 3 more saves than users who picked other goals.
However, the limitations of the data should be noted in this
case, as well. Given the lack of demographic, geographic,
socioeconomic and other variables, the analysis was unable
to control for other variables that could have provided
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alternate explanations for the apparent relationship. This
analysis also does not account for difference in goal
duration. It is possible that goal duration may impact the
number of saves an individual made over the study period.
For the full table, please see the Appendix.

Table 4: Analysis of Goal Type and Number of Saves when
Comparison Unit is “Take a Vacation”
Compared with users
whose savings goal is
“Take a vacation,” users
who cite…

…average fewer
total saves by the
following amount…

“Education or classes”
“Family”
“Emergency fund”
“Wedding or special event”
“Pay off debt”
“Home sweet home”
“Retirement blitz”
“Other”

2.7
3.0
2.8
2.9
2.7
2.8
2.7
2.9

Taken together, the results above suggest differences
between MAGIC Mojo users with clearly defined savings
goals versus those with vague or more open-ended
objectives. A takeaway from these findings, then, might
be that having concrete and time-sensitive plans for one’s
savings —such as accumulating deposits to finance a
wedding or vacation — can lead to more diligent savings
behavior and limit the temptation to withdraw savings
prematurely. A further implication is that if savers with more
abstract or long-terms savings goals could craft those goals
to have more concrete interim goals, this reframing could
help them save more and more frequently. For example,
rather than simply having a goal of saving for retirement, a
saver might reframe that goal into “Save $100 per month for
retirement.”

Short-term savings balances have the
potential to support longer-term savings
goals over the life course and should not be
dismissed as inconsequential.

Key Finding 3: MAGIC Mojo savings provided users
with increased liquidity to help cover household bills
or pay for an unexpected emergency expense.
Of the total 1,789 separate “remove” transactions, users
provided reasons for 1,524 of them using a set of provided
choices: “Give money to someone else,” “Buy something,”
“Pay household expenses or bills,” “Cover unexpected
emergency expenses” and “Complete my savings goal” (see
Table 5). Of the five categories, discretionary spending,
symbolized by the “Buy something” category, represented
the largest number of responses at 570, or 37 percent, of
all reasons given. Emergency spending accounted for a
slightly smaller fraction of justifications (30 percent), while
approximately one-fifth (21 percent) of respondents cited
the withdrawal as necessary to cover household expenses or
bills. Only a small percentage, 5 percent, said the money was
withdrawn because a savings goal had been reached.
These results indicate the versatility with which users
apply the savings feature to pay for necessary or emergency
expenses. In slightly more than half of justifications given
(51 percent), users cited non-discretionary reasons (“Pay
household expenses or bills” and “Cover unexpected
emergency expenses”) for making withdrawals on the card
compared with 44 percent for either “Buy something” or
“Give money to someone else.” This application of saved
funds suggests that MAGIC Mojo – and services like it –
can provide a means for low-income savers to accumulate
small, short-term savings cushions that can be appropriately
applied toward non-discretionary ends when the time
comes. With these funds at their disposal, low-income savers
also potentially lessen their dependence on high-interest
services (payday loans, etc.), on which they may otherwise
be forced to rely in the event of emergencies. Thus, a shortterm savings habit could help users save for purchases that
may otherwise be added to credit card or other consumer
debt, or it could help individuals create self-encumbering
mechanisms against impulse spending and overdrafts. Over
the longer-term, this short-term cushion might also allow
consumers to maintain steady participation in other savings
plans with a longer time horizon, such as education or
retirement savings funds, rather than having to use them to
cover periodic financial emergencies. Thus, even relatively
small and short-term savings balances have the potential
to support longer-term savings goals over the life course
and should not be dismissed as inconsequential when
considering household balance sheets.
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Table 5: Reasons Given for Making “Removes” (Savings
Withdrawals)
Reason for Withdrawal
Give money to someone
else
Buy something
Pay household expenses or
bills
Cover unexpected
emergency expenses
Complete my savings goal
TOTAL

Number (%)
105 (7%)
570 (37%)
315 (21%)
463 (30%)
71 (5%)
1,524 (100%)

In further analysis of the reasons that card users
removed funds from their savings, the five categories were
collapsed into discretionary or non-discretionary costs.
Table 6 shows the discretionary versus non-discretionary
removals. Since we do not have any additional details
regarding the withdrawals, it is possible that the percentages
of discretionary versus non-discretionary costs do not fully
reflect what people did with the funds. For example, some
of the items in the “Buy something” category could be
considered non-discretionary expenses, such as necessary
school supplies or medication.

Table 6: Discretionary versus Non-Discretionary Savings
Withdrawals
Reason for Withdrawal
Total discretionary
Total non-discretionary

Number (%)
675 (44%)
849 (56%)

These findings are not surprising when considering
the general demographic characteristics of prepaid card
users. Although we do not have demographic data for the
MAGIC Card or MAGIC Mojo users, existing research on
prepaid card holders shows that nearly 40 percent report
having household income of less than $25,000. More than
half of prepaid card users have household income less
than $40,000. Assuming that MAGIC Card holders are
demographically similar to other prepaid card users, these
lower-income households may be financially vulnerable
to unexpected expenses or may have variable monthly
incomes that require frequent smoothing in order to pay for
UNC Center for Community Capital | July 2015

everyday expenses. Having liquid savings available in these
instances can be vital for maintaining financial security.
Key Finding 4: A combination of impulse saves and
automated saves resulted in the highest number of
savings transactions and the highest level of savings.
Recurring and Impulse Saves
Preliminary analysis of the data indicated important
differences between users who saved on a recurring basis
versus those who made impulse saves. Because of this,
we hypothesized that users who made both recurring
(automated) and impulse saves probably saved more than
those users who made only recurring or only impulse saves.
To test this, we first divided our cohort of savers into two
groups: 1) those who had made both recurring and impulse
transfers, whom we referred to as “combination” savers,
and 2) those who used only one type of savings transaction
(either only-recurring transfers or only-impulse transfers),
which we referred to as “exclusive” savers. In a secondary
analysis, we further divided this second group of “exclusive”
savers into two subgroups based on whether they were
recurring or impulse savers.
Our goal in making these divisions was to better
understand the savings activity of those individuals who
chose to make use of a combination of savings strategies
versus those who instead chose only one method. We
hypothesized that combination savers (recurring and
impulse) would have logged more saves, totaled higher
savings and made savings transfers more frequently than
either of the other groups. In large part, this hypothesis
was borne out as the data in the following tables show. For
further data, please see the full table in the Appendix.
As Tables 7 and 8 and Figure 8 indicate, “combination”
savers posted more transactions and totaled more savings
than “exclusive” savers, suggesting that a strategy combining
the two methods can help savers meet goals more quickly
than either method alone. At the same time, the results
indicate other important differences among the groups.
The first is a wide gulf in total savings between impulseonly and recurring-only savers. While impulse-only savers
posted mean savings per user of $186.06 – only $23.16 less
than that of the “combination” group – recurring-only
savers posted less than half of that, with $91. This occurred
even though recurring-only savers averaged slightly more
transactions than impulse-only savers. The discrepancy is
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Table 7: Statistics for Three Groups of Savers (Combination Savers, Only-Recurring Savers and Only-Impulse Savers)
Combination
(Group 1)
Number of savers
Total number of
saves
Mean number of
saves per user
Mean total savings
per user
Mean savings per
transaction
Mean savings
amount per
recurring
transaction
Mean savings
amount per
impulse
transaction

176
1,435

44.2%
52.2%

Only-recurring
(Group 2)
180
1,077

45.2%
39.2%

Only-impulse
(Group 3)
42
236

10.6%
8.6%

Exclusive
(Group 2 + Group 3)
222
1,313

398
2,748

8.15

5.98

5.62

5.91

6.90

$209.22

$91.00

$186.06

$108.98

$153.31

$25.70

$15.21

$33.11

$18.43

$22.20

$18.29

$15.21

N/A

N/A

$16.58

$36.92

N/A

$33.11

$18.43

$35.80

Total
100%
100%

Table 8a-8c: Mean Comparisons between Exclusive Savers and Combination Savers
a. Compared with “exclusive” savers,
combination savers…

…saved $100.24 more per saver
…made 2.24 more transactions per saver
…saved $7.27 more per transaction

b. Compared with “recurring-only” savers,
combination savers…

...saved $118.22 more per saver
…made 2.17 more transactions per saver
…saved $10.49 more per transaction

c. Compared with “impulse-only” savers,
combination savers…

…saved $23.16 more per saver
…made 2.53 more transactions per saver
…saved $7.41 less per transaction

better understood when taking into account recurring-only
users’ low average transaction amounts of $15.21, less than
half that of the impulse-only group.
The smaller total amounts saved among recurringonly savers points to the benefits that even modest savings
increases could have had for this group. For example, if these
recurring-only users had averaged just two $45 impulse
transfers (or some combination thereof), they would have
nearly matched the impulse-only group’s average savings
total. Even if they had instead opted to continue with a
non-impulse strategy, they only needed to modestly increase
the frequency and amount of their recurring transactions
to match the impulse-only group. For example, by raising

the number of recurring transfers to 10 and the recurring
amount saved to $19, the recurring-only group could have
slightly surpassed the impulse-only group – even while
making no impulse transfers and keeping the automatically
debited amount to under $20. These findings also point to
the benefits that timely reminders and updates could have
on savings behavior for the different groups. A text message
or email could prompt a saver to increase savings amounts
or frequencies by holding out the promise that doing so
would help them more quickly meet their savings goal.
A second observation from the tables is that, despite the
positive general trend for combination savers, impulse savers
actually bested them in average savings per transaction. As
UNC Center for Community Capital | July 2015
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Table 8c shows, impulse-only savers averaged $7.41 more
per transaction than combination savers, even though they
made fewer transactions and thus finished with smaller totals
at the end of the study period. It is unclear why these savers
preferred a series of irregular one-time transactions to an
automated schedule of regular transfers, but it could stand
to reason that this behavior conforms to irregular wage or
salary arrangements, such as those for contract workers or
for individuals whose savings budgets are tied to irregular
work and/or irregular expenses. Savings reminders sent by
email or text message could encourage these users to make
additional impulse transfers. To boost chances of success,
such reminders could be timed to coincide with recent
deposits or income increases on the MAGIC Mojo card.
Key Finding 5: The MAGIC Mojo feature
significantly increased the activation and funding
rate of the MAGIC Card as well as the lifespan of the
card.
Over the last several years, prepaid cards have become
the fastest-growing payment tool used by consumers.13
However, despite substantial growth in prepaid card usage,
cards often have a short lifespan, meaning consumers do not
necessarily keep and actively use their cards for long periods
of time. As Table 9 shows, in the case of the MAGIC Card,
only a small number of customers (8 percent) had a funded
13 The Federal Reserve System. 2014. “The Federal Reserve Payments Study.”

The MAGIC Mojo feature seems to be a
significant driver of increased card activation
and funding. Sixty percent of MAGIC
Mojo users funded their prepaid card
compared to 8 percent of non-MAGIC
Mojo users.
card.14 Table 10 shows that just over one-third of MAGIC
Card holders added funds to their cards in a previous 30day period. This is consistent with research that shows a
wide range of survival rates for prepaid cards, including
rates that range from less than 30 days to more than a year.15
This research also shows that card lifespan is influenced by a
multitude of factors, such as type of prepaid card, method of
distribution (e.g., purchased at a financial institution or via
the web), fund load type (e.g., direct deposit onto the card
or occasional reload) and card fees.16
14 These data come from specific point-in-time data as of July 2013.
15 Hayashi, Fumiko and Emily Cuddy. 2014. “General Purpose Reloadable
Prepaid Cards: Penetration, Use, Fees, and Fraud Risks.” Research Working Paper,
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. https://www.kansascityfed.org/publicat/
reswkpap/pdf/rwp14-01.pdf
16 Wilshusen, Stephanie M., Robert M. Hunt, James van Opstal, and Rachel
Schneider. 2012. “Consumers’ Use of Prepaid Cards: A Transaction-Based Analysis.”
Payment Cards Center Discussion Paper, August. Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia. http://www.philadelphiafed.org/consumer-credit-and-payments/
payment-cards-center/publications/discussion-papers/2012/D-2012-AugustPrepaid.pdf

Figure 8: Savings Activity by Group
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Group 2 (recurring‐only
savers)

Group 3 (impulse‐only
savers)

0

Group 1 (recurring and
impulse savers)

Group 2 (recurring‐only
savers)

Group 3 (impulse‐only savers)
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Table 9: Stages of Card Activation and Funding by MAGIC Mojo Users and Non-Users
Activation Categories

Full Portfolio

Activated

62,622 (64%)

62,553 (64%)

69 (8%)

8,303 (8%)

7,729 (8%)

574 (60%)

19,645 (20%)

19,454 (20%)

191 (20%)

Closed

2,818 (3%)

2,772 (3%)

46 (5%)

Restricted

4,576 (5%)

4492 (5%)

84 (9%)

97,964 (100%)

97,000 (100%)

964 (100%)

Active and Funded
Active and Unfunded

Total

Table 10: Funds Deposited on Card by MAGIC Mojo
Users and Non-Users

Non-MAGIC Mojo Users

MAGIC Mojo Users

Table 11: Average Card Lifespan by MAGIC Mojo Users
and Non-Users (Sample of months)
Average Number of Days Open to Close

Full
Portfolio
Active with
any past 30day deposit
of funds

2,845
(34%)

Non-MAGIC
Mojo Users

MAGIC
Mojo Users

2,563 (33%)

282 (49%)

Data from MAGIC Mojo shows a significant difference,
however, between MAGIC Card holders who utilize the
MAGIC Mojo feature and those who do not. Sixty percent
of MAGIC Mojo users funded their prepaid card compared
to only 8 percent of non-MAGIC Mojo users who funded
their prepaid card. Additionally, MAGIC Mojo users were
more likely to have deposited funds onto their cards in the
previous 30-day period, and they averaged twice as many
days for keeping their card open compared to non-MAGIC
Mojo users.
With prepaid cards becoming an increasingly
common financial tool used by consumers, and lowerincome consumers in particular, this finding has important
implications for increasing the attractiveness and
effectiveness of prepaid cards as a secure and longer-term
financial tool. This finding also has implications for prepaid
card providers by demonstrating that a savings tool on a
prepaid card may help build profitability and sustainability
of safe, affordable prepaid cards.

Non-MAGIC Mojo
Users

MAGIC Mojo
Users

May

65

86

June

58

188

July

80

155

Total
Average

68

143

Conclusion
MAGIC Mojo is an innovative financial tool that
shows great promise for improving the financial security
of consumers while increasing sustainability for prepaid
card providers. The findings presented in this report
contribute important new information on consumer
savings behavior and add to the growing body of research
on both emergency savings and prepaid cards. This research
shows demand for savings on a prepaid card and offers new
insights into how consumers use this type of product. In
particular, this research shows the need consumers have for
flexible savings opportunities – in terms of how they save,
what they save for and how, when and why they access their
funds. In an environment of increased income volatility, this
flexibility may actually encourage rather than discourage
savings.
The findings also provide some guidance about future
project direction and the opportunity to scale an impulse
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savings product. Although the MAGIC Mojo tool no longer
exists, the concept behind MAGIC Mojo – leveraging
an impulsive moment – can potentially be attached to a
wide range of transaction products. Consumers frequently
face spending and savings decisions. This presents multiple
opportunities for consumers to set some money aside, given
the right tool. It also presents many opportunities for new
learning that can build on the findings presented in this
report.
The following list highlights some areas of potential
exploration.
• Alerts and Prompts. MAGIC Mojo included a
mechanism to send text message reminders about
savings and progress towards goals. Data provided
for this evaluation did not include any information
on this feature. Future analysis could examine the
impact of reminders and motivation. Similarly, a
peer/social savings component was proposed for the
original Piggymojo pilot but wasn’t incorporated
into the final product as evaluated here. This feature
could be expanded in future product offerings and
the impact evaluated. Future product development
and analysis could also continue to explore the use
of visual prompts (like goal images) as a way to
encourage greater or more frequent savings.
• Reminder Mechanisms. Findings from this
research indicate that a combination of automated
and impulse saves resulted in the most frequent
savings actions, while impulse saves often resulted in
higher value saves. Future product expansion could
capitalize on this trend by incorporating mechanisms
(for reminders, etc.) to encourage more frequent
impulse saves, particularly at moments when
consumers are faced with a spending and/or savings
decision.
• Demographic and Cultural Influencers. Some
research17 on impulse spending suggests that some
cultural factors and demographic characteristics
may influence that behavior. Therefore, future
research could more closely examine impulse savings
behavior for differences by demographic and cultural
characteristics. As noted, our analysis on the possible
17 Kacen, Jacqueline and Julie Anne Lee. 2002. “The Influence of Culture on
Impulsive Buying Behavior.” The Journal of Consumer Psychology, 12(2), 163-176.
Dittmar, Helga. 2005. “Compulsive buying - a growing concern? An examination
of gender, age, and endorsement of materialistic values as predictors.” British Journal
of Psychology, 96(4), 467-491.
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role of goal type – a key factor explaining savers’
motivations – was greatly limited by the absence of
demographic, geographic and other control variables.
• Similar Savings Products. A thorough
investigation of other existing impulse savings
products could be conducted in order to fully
document existing product offerings and gather
information on consumer preferences and
perceptions of this type of savings. Some examples of
other existing products are mobile applications, such
as “OrSaveIt” and “unsplurge.” Other small impulse
savings pilots also exist that leverage the checkcashing moment to encourage small impulse saves.
Analysis of these programs and products may provide
important insights across the various offerings and
indicate which types of features may work best and
for whom.
• Savings Goals. Despite the great limitations of the
study, our analysis may point future researchers in
productive directions. For example, results suggesting
that savers who choose more specific and shorterterm savings goals both saved more and saved more
often are worth investigating further. And future
research could continue to explore the impact of
savings goals on savings behaviors and whether
reframing of longer-term and abstract goals to
include shorter-term and more specific benchmarks
could help households to achieve their savings goals.
• Automatic Savings. Although the focus of our
evaluation was on impulse savings, data from this
pilot also indicate the interest and appeal of an
automated savings feature. Our data indicated that
the combination of automated and impulse saves
resulted in the highest level of savings and greatest
frequency of savings transactions. Future research
could investigate the role of automated savings for
prepaid cards or similar products.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Summary Statistics
Totals
All transactions n=4,537
Total number of transactions
Number of saves
Sum of saves
Number of removes
Sum of removes
Ratio (saves:removes)
Save transactions n=2,748
Number of recurring saves
Sum of recurring saves
Number of impulse saves
Sum of impulse saves
Number of text-message impulse saves
Sum of text-message impulse saves
Number of website impulse saves
Sum of website impulse saves
Average rate of impulse saves
(transactions/days)
Average rate of recurring saves
(transactions/days)
Average rate of all saves (transactions/
days)
Days required to execute one save
Reasons for making removes n=1,524
Give money to someone else
Buy something
Pay household expenses or bills
Cover unexpected emergency expenses
or bills
Complete my savings goal

4,537
2,748
$61,016.62
1,789
-$56,737.49
3:2

1,944
$32,233.29
804
$28,783.33
297
$7,635.03
507
$21,148.30
2/100
5/100
8/100
13.02

105
570
315
463
71
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Appendix 2: Statistics for Savers Groups (recurring and impulse-combined, recurring only and impulse only)
Recurring &
Impulse
(Group 1)
Number of savers
Total number of saves
Mean number of saves/
saver
Total sum of saves
Mean savings/saver
Mean savings/transaction

Impulse Only
(Group 3)

Total

176

44.22%

180

45.23%

42

10.55%

398

100%

1,435

52.22%

1,077

39.19%

236

8.59%

2,748

100%

8.15
$36,822.46

5.98
60.35%

$16,379.73

5.62
26.84%

$7,814.43

6.90
12.81%

$61,016.62

$209.22

$91.00

$186.06

$153.31

$25.66

$15.21

$33.11

$22.20

Total number of recurring
saves

867

Mean number of
recurring saves/saver

4.93

Sum of recurring saves

Recurring Only
(Group 2)

$15,854.56

44.60%

1,077

55.40%

N/A

N/A

5.98
49.19%

$16,379.73

1,944

50.81%

N/A

N/A

$32,234

$90.08

$91.00

N/A

$80.99

Mean recurring savings/
transaction

$18.29

$15.21

N/A

$16.58

Total number of impulse
saves

568

Mean number of impulse
saves/saver

3.23

Sum of impulse saves

$20,968.90

0

N/A

236

29.35%

5.62
72.85%

$0

N/A

$7,814.43

804

100%

100%

2.02
27.15%

$28,783.33

Mean impulse savings/
saver

$119.14

$186.06

$72.32

Mean impulse savings/
transaction

$36.92

$33.11

$35.80
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100%

4.88

Mean recurring savings/
saver

70.65%

100%

100%
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Appendix 3:T-test Analysis
Table 1: Goal Type on Savings Balance (base unit=6 “Weddings or special events”)
When “wedding or special event”
is the comparison group…
Buy something
Take a vacation
Education or classes
Family
Emergency fund
Pay off debt
Home sweet home
Retirement
Other

balance
(t-tests)
-41.634*
-35.665*
-36.8*
-36.377*
-39.896**
-39.962**
-40.527**
-40.624**
-41.013**

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01

Table 2: Goal Type on Number of Saves (base unit=2 “Take a vacation”)
When “take a vacation”
is the comparison group
Buy something
Education or classes
Family
Emergency fund
Wedding or special event
Pay off debt
Home sweet home
Retirement
Other

Total saves
(t-tests)
-2.572
-2.727*
-3.036**
-2.818**
-2.895**
-2.671**
-2.764**
-2.733**
-2.853**

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01
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